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Historic Functions
(enter categories from instructions)

1 NDUSTRY /PROCES S INC/EXTRACTION
Power Plant

Current Functions
(enter categories from instructions)

GOVERIIMENT/Public Works

7 Descri
Architeetural Class ification
(enter categories from instructions)

oTHER: Tndustrial Vernacular

|1ate r iaI s
(enter categories from instructions)

foundations
walls

Senrl.s tone
Brick

roo f
other

S teel
I.J /A

Describe present and historic physical appearance'

In 1892 Ehe Roaring Fork Electric, Light and Power Company commenced the erection
of a hydroelectric slation, knovrn as Ehe Castle Creek Power plant, on the west banli

of Castle Creek, just west of the city limits of Aspen'
Completed in epril, 1893, the main building was 110 feec by 36 feet, with uto

small exterior projections to contain the valves in the main lines, pressure
regulators and relief valves. Charles Doolittle, patentor of the DooIiCtle
Differential Governor, designed the building and determined the placement of \'rater

wheels, shafting, pipe lines and u,as responsible for other construction details'
The building has stone foundations, briek wal1s, a steel roof and a concrete

f1oor. The only timber used were the door and window casings, and a timber bed for
each dynamo. At the time of recording the roof contained the original Berlin Bridge
Company, anti-condensation, fireproof lining, which has been determined as hazardous

asbestos and rvill be removed.
,,The Roaring Fork Electric Light and Power Company", published in Electric Revierv,

January 5, I1OT , described the sEation as having a four ton traveling crane, which

ran orlnine inch beams, and spanned the entire widch of the building. The Power
was produced by five Pelton wheels, eaeh with two nozzLes. The wheels were enclosed
in wheel cases of masonry and cast iron, with stuffing boxes around the shaft, so

that the water was confined to the wheel case. The shafting, carried on adjustable
pillow blocks set on masonry piers, was arranged so chat any part of the line shaft
or pulIey could be released. The nozzles supplying water to the wheels wele

originaliy equipped with butterfly valves, which all operated at the sarne time '
These r.rere later replaced by a gate mechanism designed by Doolittle, to open or
close in rotation and resulted in a great water savings '

Today the she1l of the building remains very similar to what it was

histcrically. The exterior retains its corbelling and decorative brickwork, similar
to that found in many late nineteenth and early twentieth century induscrial
buildings. It is clearly pre-autornotive in character'

The structure shows signs of deterioration due to Poor drainage, deferred
maintenance and harsh weather conditions, with lateral mortar cracks appearing at
random throughout the entire structure.

XX See continuation sheet
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The interior has been heavily modified with only distribuLion pipes and valves and

the traveling cranes remaining. A11 hydroelectric operating equipment has been

removed. The interior brickwork, particularly the crane supPorts and door archways

are extant. The original concrete flooring has been maintained and remains extant'
The ceiling, howev"i, hu" been lowered with the addition of metal panels'

There are two buildings on the site, the power plant is contributing and the

equipment ga1age is non-contributing. The garage is a long shed-Iike building with
stalls for the equipment. There are no doors. It was built after the period of
significance.



B Statement of Sisnificance
Certifying official has considered
relation t.o other properties:

the significance of this property in
nationally 

-statewide -locally
Applicable National Register Criteria
Criteria Considerations (Exceptions)

Areas of Significance
(enter categories from instructions)

ARCHITECTURE
TNDiiSTRY

-A-B -C -D-E-F-G

B X C-D

Period of Significance
rB92 - 1932
1892-1940

Significant Dates
1 89?

Cultural Affiliation
N/A

Significant Person
N/A

Architect/Builder
Charles Doolittle

Scate significance of property, and justify criteria
areas and periods of significance noted above '

criteria considerations, and

The Castle Creek Power Plant is significant under Criterion A for its historic
role in the use of hydro-electric power in mining in Aspen and che Rocky Mountain
h'est. It is significant under Criterion C as representative of a tyPe of building
used for nineteenth century hydroelectric power and industrial plants.

Castle Creek Power Plant is significant for its association with the history of
rhe development of Aspen and its mining industry. The plant provided energy for
industrial, commercial and residential use up to 1956'

Construction began in 1892 and was completed in 1893. The Castle Creek Power
Plant augmented the Hunter Creek Station after it had reached capacity in its
electricity production. The design of the building and interior arrangement of
water-wheels and shafting, and its pipelines were all designed by Charles Doolittle
vrho had developed the patented Doolittle Differential Governor, a device which
maintained the conscant speed of the water wheel during variations of load on the
power generator.

Castle Creek Station had two supplies of water from the Midland flume on Castle
Creek and from the Maroon Creek flume. As a precaution, the water company also
built a reservoir in 1894 in case the flow of water from the flumes was interrupted.
Electricity was carried from lhe station' on one main pole-1ine to supply
approxirnately Cwenty different mine and mills with ten to one-hundred and twenty-
five horse-power uniEs.

XX See continuaEion sheet
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When the huge demand for electric power dropped in 1893 due to the collapse of
the silver mining industry, the Castle Creek station continued operation to supply
power to the comrnunity and to those mines that did re-oPen. In 1909, when the
Hunter Creek sCation ceased operations, CastIe Creek was the sole provider of
electric power to Aspen and vicinity. The Hunter Creek Station was acquired by the
city of Aspen in 1976 and was convelted into the Aspen Art fluseum.

Tmprovements were made to the Castle Creek plant in 1904 and again in the early
1910s. The construction of the Twin Lakes Water Diversion Tunnel near Independence
pass in 1932 briefly increased demand for electricity from Castle Creek Planc. For

the next twenty years the demand for elecEric power was sporadic' The skiing
industry played a significant role in increasing the demand in 1945 to operaLe the
ski 1ifts.

In 1953, the Holy Cross Electric Association bought the Castle Creek Power Plant
and operated it until 1956. By this time there was such a great demand for power

throughout the Aspen area a substation and transmissions lines were constructed at
Basali. In 1958 Castle Creek stopped operations and was converted into the City
Shops.

The Castle Creek Power Plant has architectural significance as a building type
representing one of the few nineteenth cenlury indusCrial buildings remaining in
espen. The building with its decorative brickwork and corbelling and its steel
roof demonstrates those architectural features associated with pre-automotive
industrial buildings.

The Castle Creek Pfant meets the registration requirements in the Aspen

Hydroelectric Context in that it was an active generating station during the period
oi significance that rnade a contribution to the economic and industrial development
of Aspen during the late nineteenth century. Ic is in ics original location and

the feeling and function of the building as a povler plant remain readily apparent.
The interior, however, is not considered significant in light of the removal of the
cricical pieces of operating equiprnent that would have allowed for visual
reconstructions of the industrial process used to produce eleccricity.

Section number I
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Anonymous. "The Roaring Electric Light and Power Company

5 January L901.
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determination of
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XX See continuation sheec

Prirnary location of additional data:
X State Historic Preservation Office

_Other State agency
_Federal agency
_Local governrnent
_Univers ity
X Other

Specify Repository:
A.qnen Hi storical Societv

1'tenke, Kathleen Marie. "Let There Be Light." manuscript, Aspen Historical Society.
Aspen, Colorado.

by Historic American

Acreage of property

UTM References

^ 
/ /////

Zone Easting

c / /////
Zone Easting

Annroximatelv 2 acres

//////
Northing

//////
Norching

n

Verbal Boundary Description The tract of land contained two (2) acres, more or
1ess, Iocated in the northeast Quarter of the Southwest Quarter (NE 1/4 Sl.l 1/4) of
Secrion Twelve, Township Ten South, Range Eighty-five west of the Sixch P.M., Pitkin
County, Colorado, described as follows: Commencing at Corner No. I from which che
west quarter corner of said Section Twelve bears north 80 degrees, 12 minutes, 48

X See continuation sheet

B / /////
Zone Easting

/ // / / /
Zone Easting

//////
Northing

//////
Northing

See continuation sheet

Boundary Justification The boundaries as
lot it sits on. The boundary as drawn
the nominated resource as an indust::ial

described include the power plant and the
contributes to the setting and feeling of
and power generaEion p1ant.

See continuation sheet

11 Form Preoared Bv
name/tit1e C:rol D Meh'l .c /Presi dent
organization Western hi storical Studies. Inc
streel- & number L225 Atlantis Ave

date I/27 /90
telephone 303-555-5208

city or town Lafayette state jQ_ zip code 80026
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION CON'T.
seconds West 1732.95 feet, being also a point which bears North Bl degrees 9 minuces

East 42g feet from Corner No. 3 of the Holden Tract, thence South 75 degrees 49

minutes East 346 feet to corner NO. 2; thence NorCh 17 degrees 31 minutes East L63'l
feet to Corner No. 3, thence North 47 degrees 46 minutes West 255'1 feet to cornel
No. 4 thence North 75 degrees 49 minutei West L29.1 feet to Corner NO' 5; thence

South 14 degrees 11 minuies west 254 feex to the place of beginning'

SecCion number 10
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',The Roaring Fork Electric Light and Power Company", Electrical Review January 5,

L907

lienke, Kath]een Marie. "Let There Be Light." manuscript. Aspen Historical Society
archives.

I'rarkalunas, James. "The Passing of an Era. " manuscript.
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AMEND}'IENT TO THE ASPEN, COLORADO MULTIPLE PROPERTY NOHINATION

HYDROELECTRIC CONTEXT, 1BB5 .L932

Water po\,rer has played a crucial role in the development of America's
industrialization from the colonial period to the presenc. The availability of rivers
in New England made water power easily accessible. The early water powered technology
consisted of a water wheel or hydraulic tu::bine and a steady \tater supply. The success
of this technology was dependent upon the correct selection of a site. The heigirt of
ihe vrater fall was crucial in that ii related directly Co the amount of po\{er
generated. Ahigh head systemproduces a greater amount of power with less ru'ater, thus
reducing the size and cost of the facilities. ' As Americans crossed the Great
Plains interest in hydropower dwindled because of the lack of \,rater. However, the
sett]ement of the mountain West during the middle and late nineteenth ceniury bror-rght
about a revival of interest in hydropower. The mountain West proved conducive to
further development of water po\,ier because of the numerous water fal1s, critical to
po\,rer generation. Subsequently, new changes in the area of hydrology emerged to lneet
ihe demands of the mountain West.

Western mountains could provide great falls, but the irregularify of the water flovr
proved to be a problem. Hydraulic turbines were constructed which provided for
greater efficiency and speed at lower cost. At the sarne tirne, miners in the mountain
irrest contributed to water technology, especially the impulse turbine, which more
effectiwely used the low volume and high heads of western streams. This pressure
allowed for efficient use of water energy by dividing the stream of water and avoiding
the so-called "dead water" accumulations. The^ impulse turbine and its successors
allowed for a flexible, low cost energy supp1y.2

While hydropower has a long history of use in the United States and revolutionized
industry, the same can be said of hy<iroelectric power during the late nineteenLh and
iwentieth centuries. The importance of electric power can not be minimized. The end
of the nineteenth eentury witnessed major changes in American social and economic Iife
as a result of electrification. The commercial development of electric power
effectively began in che 1870s and 1BB0s, Thomas Edison recognized the market for
interior lighting and developed an incandescent lamp in 1879. Subsequent efforts
developed the widespread commercial uses of electricity. In 1882 Edison built the
rirst central electric generating stacion in New York City. This early effort was

based upon the idea of direct current, which was most effective in highly populated
areas. Despite the drarqback, this represented a major step towards electrifying
American homes and factories. At the same time a hydroelectric plant began operating

.1rn Wlsconsln.-
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ntext:

electricity for industrial/mining needs
power combined with the remote locations
were important in the development and

2

Approximately 10 years later, the introduction of alternating current provided a

means to transmit electricity over long distances using transformers. Alternating
current was cost effective in providing electricity to areas of small, non-concentraced
populations. One of the earliest efforts at long distance transmission was in Bodie,
California. This gold mining camp had electricity as early as 1892. The Bodie line
not only serves to tighten the relationship between mining and electricity, but also
proves once again that preeious metal mining interests often were vrilling to exper-iment
with technological advances in hydroelectric power. In this case, it was the long
distance, 13 miIes, transmission of electricity that was innovative. Other Western

mining states also enjoyed the benefits of electricity during the late nineteenih
century . 

a

In the 1880s Denver and Leadville installed arc lighting systerns which were lacer
replaced by incandescent 1amps. Larger and larger generating plants became the norm

and Coloradans actively participated in the electrical revolution. Other innovations
increased the demand for electricity. Of importance was the invention in the lBBOs

of the Sprague electric motor. This allowed electrification of many machines, from

small uo large. Colorado miners and mine owrlers were quick to recognize the potential
offered by eleetricity. Mountain streams presented an available source of water and

the high tost of traniporting coal also encouraged eleetrification. Because of the

importince of electrical power to Colorado, especially for the mining industry, sites
rvhich provide evidence of eleetrical generation during the key period ending in 1912

are important resources.
Hydroelectric power received a great boost in 1895 when the Niagara Fal1s, New York

hydroelectric plant was constl-ucted. This represenced one of the first facilities
dlsigned to provide large scale power generation. Government efforts to encourage
hydroelectric power occurred in the 1930s with the Tennessee Valley Authority. The

ctncept of government action to provide cheap, accessible, hydropowered electricity
to rural areas in the south was very popular and water projects were necessary to
provide the necessary water supply. The Rural Electrification Authority, formed also
in the 1930s, offered loans to cooperatives to finanee electricity. These efforts
resulEed in much of the United States having access to electricicy and its advantages
by the end of World l,Jar II.

Coloradans were ideally suited to utilize
because of the availability of mountain water
of much industry. Experiments in Colorado
acceptance of electrical power.
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Hvdroelectric
In 18B5 the Aspen hydroelectric system for lighting began

Iocated at an altitude of 7,980 feet, is also near the junction
streams. The altitude provided for a rapid fall and Aspen

operations. AsPen,
of several mountain
became a leader in

hydroelectric power generation and usage in the 1890s '

Residents of Aspen recognized the importance of electricity to mining operations
and also recognizei tn. possibilities offered by hydroelectric power' Aspen was the

first mining eamp to have a mine install an electric mine hoist and to utilize electr:ic
por,.-er g".,.."t"d by water po\^/er. Hydroelectric plants in Aspen also are believed to

be the first wesi of the Mississippi River''
The Hunter Creek Station and later Castle Creek plant utilized the Roaring Folk and

its tributaries to provide electricity for Aspen area mines and industries ' In lB85

the Aspen Electric company was olganized by E. G. collins, charles N. Mackey and c'

A. Judkins. The nexr yea; AEC builc its own p1ant. Others recognized the importance

of hydroelectric po*.i and the Electric Light and Power Company, headed by D'R' C'

Bro,,.;n and J. H. Devereaux came into operation. The AEC and ELP merged in 1887 into
the Roaring Fork Electric LighC and Power Company. The new company operated two srnall

hydroelectiic plants. The need for additional power plants \'ras recognized and in IBBB

ctnstruction began on the Hunter Creek power plant' This plant operated for trventy

two years on Hunter Creek, near the north bank of the Roaring Fork River' A l'read of
865" at the Hunter Creek plant was reported to be the highest in use at that time'
Hor,.,ever, the water supply was inadequate during winter freezes and in 1891 a stealn

electric generating pfu"i rvas added. The Castle Creek Plant r'ras built by the Roa::ing

Fo::k Electric, f-ight and Power Company in 1892-93. It was the second major

hydroelectric planJ in A,"p"rr. The Castle Creek plant was located on the west bank of
CastIe Creek, approximately two-thirds of a mile south of the confluence of the Roaring

For:k River.
Ihese two plants enabled Aspen to be the first city in colorado ro serve ics

re:,,idential and commercial districts with electricity. Along the same lines, mines

in Aspen were among the first to emPloy electric hoists' This electric hoist' made

by the sprague company and Roaring Fork Electric, Light and Power' rltas installed in
ihe Veteran Tunnel of the Aspen Mining and Smelting Company in 1887, to haul empty ore

cars up the 3t grade. The next yutt the Veteran Tunnel of the Aspen Mining and

Smr. 1t-ing Company" was operating .f f its hoists, drills and li-ghting system by

electricity. Snortty. itl"r"uf t"r the Regen,t and Aspen mine ' s hoists were also

eleccrically operated.o
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Part of the early success of hydroelectric po\ter in Aspen can be attributed to t-he

invention of the Doolittle Differencial Governor in the mid-1880's. Cla::ence E.

Doolittle was an engineer and manager for RFE. The Differential Governor maintair-red
a constant speed of the water wheel under great or sudden variations of load on the
power generator. It raised or lowered che defleccing nozzle to send the full stream
againsi the buckets if full power was required, or part of tl-ie sCream below the buckets
ii only part of the power was required. This device was eventually used in
hydroelectric plants throughout the world.

hrhile Aspen was leading technology'in the hydroelectric field in the early 1890s,
the future of hydroeleetric power was closely Uied wiCh the success of mining' The

end of the rnining boom in 1893 created a drop in Che demand for electric power as mines

were closing. Between 1893 and the early 1900s, no new generating capacity was added

to the Aspen plants. Mines began to reopen and become active again in 1910. The

discovery of new ore in the Free Silver shaft and at the Smuggler Mine and the need

to dewater these mines created a demand for eleccric pumps. Consequently, the Castle
Creek PlanC added two new generators in 1910. Within a few years the Smuggler }lining
Company signed a ten year contract with RFE to replace their steam pumps with electric.
This necessitated extensive changes and additions Co the Castle Creek pIanE. Further
additions were made in 1913 and 1917 because of increased demand. In 1918 the SmugTler

stopped purnping and the resultant loss of business necessitated changes for RFE.

i.leile what occurred at Castle Creek is somewhat typical of the entire United States,
there are a few exceptions. Lrhile hydroelectric technology and use er'panded in tl-re

years after 1900, the rnajor expansion of use came during the 1930s. During the Great
bepression waLer policy and hydroelectric policy in the west underwent great change

as the Bureau of Reclamation took over efforts Eo provide cheap and efficient r'rater
powered electricity. The Tr^'i-n Lakes Water Diversion Tunnel near Independenee Pass in
Lg32 marked a change in the operational development of Castle Creek and reflected
growing nationwide j-nteresc in hydroelectricity. Efforts continued to expand the base

of .t""triciCy from Castle Creek under the REA which expanded into BasalC in 1941 and

then downvall-ey to Carbondale. The war years are unmarked by significant changes in
electricity buU the post-war boom in recreation expanded Aspen's need for electricity.

Castle Creek ceased operation in 1958 because it was unable to meet the electric
needs of the Aspen area.

e-c tr i
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1. .Jr;eph King, Engineering context, colorado Historical Society, 1984.

Z. Ibid., and Emil W. Billeb, Mining Camp Davs (Berkeley: Howel,I, North Books, f96B),
pp.lt3-156.

3 . I.ling, Engineering.

4. Billeb, Mining CamP, PP. 162-168.

5. Kathleen Marie Menke, "Let There Be Light," Mss on file, Aspen HisLorical Societyi
and Malcolrn Rohrbosgyl , Aspen: The History of a Silver Mining Tor"n. 1879-1893.

6. Menke, "Light,,,; andno author, "The Roaring Fork Electric Light and Power Company,"

in Elqctri-c,Review, January 5, L9O7 .

7. Menke, "Light"; Virginia Haberman article in The Aspen Times, July, 19BB; and no

a.utho:-, undated mss, "ihe History of the Aspen Property," on file, Aspen Historical
5r:ciety.
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I. l{ame of Property Type: Hydroelectric plants

II. Description: Hydroelectric plants associated with this context and property type
occur in Aspen as individual historic resources, For hydroelectric plants vernacular,
inciustrial architecture will predominate. Use of pre-manufactured windows and doors

may be prevalent during the construction period and these parts may remain extant in
rh; buildings today. The individual structures exhibit small additions of wooci siding
and use of more *t,1.tn materials, such as roofing, for rnaintenance or concrete for
replacement of deteriorated foundations. Buildings will generally be I to 2.5 stories'
Common materials include stone, concrete, wood, steel and brick. The generally used

footprint is a rectangle with a front ol'ienfed facade most common. Additions
frequently change the footprint to an "L". Roofs of either a single or intersecting
gable predominate with shed frequently present on additions. Because of a need to be

iunctional, hydroelectric plants will not necessarily be aestl-retically innovative, but
rather, designed for specific, industrial usage 

g5_1935. The orherConstruction dates for this property tyPe range from 1B

characLeristic chat distinguishes this property type is the spatial arrangemenc of the

structure to the necessary water source. The condition of these resources may vary
rvidely since the structures may have been modernized either externally or internally
or both. Internal modification would resulc in a removal of the generating equiprnent,

including cranes, Pelton wheels, generators, turbines, etc. that could detr-acE from

the character and feeling of the interior as it was historically. External
modifications could include additions or maintenance activities wich either sympathei:ic
or non- sl.rnPathetic materials .

The two local hydroeleetric plants (Hunter Creek and Castle Creek) influenced the

hydroelectric industry Uy using state of the art equiprnent and by setting a means of
siyle and physical makeup for srnall, hydroelectric plants located in mountainous areas.

In addition, these 1oca1 plants vrere privately owned, whereby after the 1930s, federal
government leadership in the hydroelectric field brought about larger, yet standardized
plans for hydroelectric plants and auxiliary buildings '

The imporcance of the mining industry in Aspen and the mountains in relation to the

development of hydroelectric ptwer cannot be minimized. Mi-nes needed electricity for
illumination, for operation of hearry and small equipment, and for water drainage'
Subsequently, the foitunes of small, privately owned hydroelectric plants were closely
cied wj-th the mining boom/bust cycles and with the subsequent growth of the rnining
communitl.'.

In asfen, the association of Castle Creek Hydroelectric Plant with local mining and

communit_V growth is relatively clear. The construction date of 1891 and peak usage

dates prLor to federal intervention in L932 associates with mining activity. In
addition. power demand fell during periods of mining decline, while power usage rose
durirrg pcriods of mining activity or re-activity'

Section number F Page I
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'Ihe period of construcLion
and into the present. However,
replaced with federal or state

cCo
for hydroelectric plants continues after l{orld War TI
the sma1l, private, local1y oriented project has been
activity.

III. Significance: The significance of hydroelectric power in the Aspen area is tied
to the giowth of the hydroelectric industry. The technology and processes of mar-raging

materials (in chis case, water resources) to provide goods and services (electricity)
relates closely to the construction and use of the Aspen trydroelectric power p1ant.
In addition, Aspen followed and represenled Lhe vernacular hydroelectric industrial
architecture that evolved during the nineteenth century. Properties in lhis category
must either be associated with National Register Criteria A or C under the ar-ea of
significarrce of industry, at the local level'

IV. Registration Requirements: Resources associated with the Hydroelectric context
and this property type must meet the requirements outlined below to be considered as

eligible foi inclulion in the National Register of Historic Places. The first
t"qIit"*.nt is that the property be historically associated with the contexc, that is,
it must have been a hydroelectrie plant. Beyond that, there must be either a

significant economic contribution made by the resource to the evolution of local
hylroelectric development or be representative of a once vastly larger population of
members of the propuity type which has now declined. In either case, the significance
must be clearly documentable. The second requirement is that the physical
characteristic of a hydroelectric plant must be present, specifically that the
structure should be situated near the water source, and the buildings should be

constructed of stone, vood, brick or s1rmpathetic material. Finally, the resources must

be at least fifty years old. The only National Register exceptions applicable to this
propercy type are cases in which the property is representative of a once larger
property category that has no$/ declined and the property can be tied to a factor
iignifitar",r in rhe growth of loca1 hydroelectric power. The individual building must

be in its original location or its location during the period of significance and the
setting nu,rr be presenL to convey their historic feeling. Additions or modifications
must not irrrpair the quality of the historic fabric (Design, materials, and workmanship)
of the in<Iiuidual buildings. For the interiors to be considered significant major,
criuical pieces of equipment such as the dynamos or turbines must be present. Removal

o-l those and other pieces of equipment shall be viewed as a'compromise to the fabric
of the in;.r:rior thus rnaking it non-significant. Properties associated r^rith this
context \rere evaluated under Criterion A, B, and C. This set of registration
requiremer)ts lJas not intended to nor did it evaluate the historic resources in light
cf their plri'-ential for historical archaeological invesEigation and as a result, it did
not evalua;ie them under Criterion D.
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Hvdroelectric Context

Ider-rtif ication and Evaluation I{ethods

Determination of historic contexts for Aspen were based on four factors. The first
ldas that the contexts and survey covered struetures and resources deemed to be fifty
years or older. Secondly, the resources were considered imporcant within t-}.re overaf I
franervork of Aspen's mining and industriaL/reereational history. Western Liistorical
Studies cieveloped t-he hydroelectric context from the results of a study undertaken by
the Asperr Planning Department. The fourth element used to deterrnine which contexts
\rere included in this nomination was as a result of conversations between the Aspen
Planning Department and the Colorado Historical Sociecy. The final basis for
contextual inclusion in this multiple properEy documentation came from the resources
themselves.

Typology Determination: The survey work in Aspen 1ed to the conclusion that function
and association provided the most concise and reliable ways to define property types
for Aspen. Association with a context, the determining factor for this typology, was

based on tv/o considerations: 1) use of existing literature combined with the survey
fieid results and; 2) not to include property types less than fifty years old unless
they could be clearly and easily documented to be of exceptional significance.

irit-ep,:iity: The registration requirements vis-a-vis integrity were developed from a
t.i11r,r,il-edge of 1:tre condition of resources extant with Aspen and the publications, such
ns I'i lei-jn 15, of the National Park Service, National Register of Historic Places,
arC t:rr:oLigh discussions with the staff of the Colorado Hiscoric Preservaiion Office.


